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PRIME: Engaging STEM Undergraduates in Computer Science 
with Intelligent Tutoring Systems 

     
Introduction 
This NSF IUSE project focuses on the design, development, and evaluation of PRIME, an 
intelligent tutoring system for introductory computing. We define computing as the creative 
design, implementation, and analysis of artifacts to solve computational problems. Leveraging 
advanced intelligent tutoring systems technologies, PRIME will provide integrated problem-
solving and motivational support dynamically tailored to individual students over the course of 
their problem-solving sessions. PRIME is being designed to address the specific needs of STEM 
undergraduates in introductory computing courses. These students, most of whom are not 
computer science majors, exhibit a wide range of initial capabilities and dispositions toward 
computing. Many have had limited previous experience with computing, a problem that is 
particularly acute for women and underrepresented minorities. PRIME is being designed to 
address these important individual differences.  
 
The project has the overarching objective of transforming introductory computing for STEM 
majors by creating an intelligent tutoring system that provides individualized problem-solving 
and motivational support in order to improve the learning experience for these students. PRIME 
will track each student’s progress in learning computer science concepts and techniques while 
providing real-time feedback, multiple levels of hints, and customized problem-solving advice 
throughout students’ learning interactions with the system. It is being evaluated in introductory 
computing courses at North Carolina State University  and Florida Agricultural and Mechanical 
University,  a Historically Black University. PRIME evaluations will center on investigating its 
effect on student learning of computer science (analyzing problems, creating models and 
abstractions, and building and refining programs), and its effect on students’ attitudes towards 
computer science (self-efficacy for computing and interest in computing). 
 
Research Context 
Creating effective introductory computing courses is widely recognized as a central challenge for 
computer science education. These courses, particularly those that must serve a diverse 
population of students outside of computer science, are difficult to design and present 
tremendous challenges for the students who take them. For example, many novices hold mental 
models that are not compatible with learning to program [1]. These challenges have led to a 
broad  range of instructional innovation, many of which are focused on problem solving as a 
central mechanism for developing computer science knowledge and expertise. Flipped 
classrooms, in which problem solving comprises the majority of classroom time [2], [3], and a 
closely related approach, lab-centric instruction [4], have shown promise and are under active 
investigation, as are problem-based learning [5] and game-based learning [6], [7]. Investigating 
how students come to understand the fundamental concepts of computing [8], how to support the 
learning of these concepts [9],and determining the most effective ordering of concepts has also 
been extensively studied (e.g., [10]). However, limited instructional resources and the lack of 
capacity to provide individualized support is a longstanding problem. The PRIME project is 
addressing this issue with an intelligent tutoring system and virtual tutors that provide 
individualized support.  
   



The problem-solving activities within introductory computing pose significant challenges to 
novice students, who need substantial practice to develop proficiency. A variety of tools have 
been created to support problem solving, including online support for Java programming [11], 
for building and visualizing Python programs [12], for visualizing JavaScript runtime behavior 
[13], for real-time collaboration and feedback from instructors [14], and for leveraging a gaming 
context to foster engagement [15]. While some introductory computing courses utilize industry-
standard integrated development environments (IDEs) such as Eclipse or Netbeans, others use 
IDEs designed for novices, such as BlueJ [16], and some try to bridge the gap between syntax-
heavy languages and block-based languages [17]. Even the best IDEs, however, do not provide 
step-by-step support for problem solving. To provide this support, the PRIME project will build 
upon the broad range of personalized learning functionalities provided by intelligent tutoring 
systems, including the rich literature on intelligent tutoring systems that support learning to 
program (e.g., [18], [19]).  
     
System Design 
The design process for PRIME began by first developing a set of tasks to use as the basis for 
teaching programming concepts. To do so, we reviewed the syllabi for introductory 
programming courses from the fifty top-rated undergraduate computer science programs in the 
US [20]. From this review, we extracted the set of topics that are typically covered in the first 
five weeks of the courses and the order in which they are covered: 1) Input/Output, Variables, 
and Loops; 2) Functions, Parameters, and Return Values; 3) Conditional Execution; 4) String 
Manipulation and Basic Data Structures; and 5) Search and Sort Algorithms. The work presented 
in this paper focuses on Units 1-3, with the full list of topics enumerated in Table 1 below. 
 
Table 1. CS Topics Covered in the Research Study 

Unit Topics 

1 Environment tutorial, Input/Output, Numeric data types, Expressions (math), Variables, 
Iteration (definite) 

2 Abstraction, Functions (methods), Parameters 

3 Boolean data types, Conditionals, Iteration (indefinite), Debugging 
 
Each unit (typically covered in a week) consists of multiple sequential activities. Units 1 and 2 of 
PRIME consist of 7 activities each, with Unit 3 consisting of 6 activities.  Within each init, 
activities progressively build upon concepts and require students to build more complex 
programs to solve increasingly difficult tasks. 
     
When selecting a block-based programming language for PRIME, we evaluated several 
alternatives for block-based programming platforms. We selected Google’s Blockly framework 
[21] due to its ease of customization and its ability to translate block programs into text-based 
(e.g., Python) equivalents. The main user interface includes the Blockly panel, the Console panel, 
the Feedback panel,  and the Instructions panel. The Blockly panel consists of a visual coding 
widget with the block-based coding workspace and toolbox of available blocks. The default 
workspace has been augmented with a “Start” block, which serves a similar purpose to the 
“Main” function or method in other programming languages. The toolbox varies for each task, 



gradually adding more blocks as the students complete tasks and are introduced to new topics. 
This approach is based on prior research which suggests introducing new blocks only as needed 
may reduce extraneous cognitive load [22] and increase interface usability for novice learners 
[23].  
 
The Console panel contains a “Run” button and shows the output generated from running the 
program. An input window also appears in this panel if a program prompts the user for 
input.  Finally, the Instructions panel contains step-by-step instructions for a given task. This 
type of instruction format is common for intelligent programming tutors [24], though rarely 
found in to block-based programming environments. In addition to navigation buttons, this panel 
also contains positive feedback and links to the next task when a student has successfully 
completed the current task. Task completeness is checked every time a student runs their 
program, and is based primarily on a set of exemplar cases authored by the research team for 
each activity.  The Feedback panel contains the “Get Hint” button, allowing students to request a 
textual hint.  Hints check various aspects of the student code, including the presence or absence 
of certain blocks, structural features such as whether code is connected to the Start block, as well 
as the content of parameters and fields of certain blocks. Multiple hints were authored for each 
activity, based on common errors identified from previous data collections and pilot testing.   
 
Outcomes 
Through PRIME 's development, we have designed and developed a block-based programming 
environment to introduce programming novices to computer science concepts. PRIME currently 
consists of 20 activities, split into three units, covering topics typical of an introductory 
programming course for non-CS majors. We have also successfully integrated PRIME into the 
Moodle and Canvas learning management systems, facilitating the deployment of PRIME into the 
classroom. As a result, over 500 introductory engineering students at North Carolina State 
University and over 100 web programming and engineering students at Florida A&M University 
(a historically Black university) have interacted with the PRIME learning activities during their 
coursework. 
 
Our studies have also yielded important design recommendations. We have found that 
decomposing activities into subtasks benefits students, as investigating how these subtasks 
should be presented (freely available, or after completing subgoals). Initial findings show that 
adaptively enabling subtasks can lead to improved code quality in both that task, and future tasks 
within the same learning unit (in preparation).  Recently, we have also investigated how students 
use of the adaptive hinting system and programming behaviors during their interactions with 
PRIME can be used to train predictive student models capable of identifying struggling students 
and providing additional adaptive scaffolding (in preparation). 
 
As part of our data collection studies, we have also conducted focus groups and interviews with 
the students and instructors to understand how we can improve the system to meet their learning 
needs. Students have reported a desire for design features such as realistic exercises, on-demand 
hinting and support, and access to more challenging activities. Students have overall expressed 
positive impressions of PRIME, particularly liking the adaptive support and real-time feedback 
during coding activities.  Students have also generally responded positively to the “real-world” 
themes of activities.  However, students have also expressed some displeasure with aspects of the 



PRIME system, such as the quantity and usefulness of the hints on certain exercises, as well as a 
perception that the system is forcing them toward one solution. We continuously take student 
feedback into consideration as we work on improving the PRIME application with each new 
version.  
 
Conclusion 
While mitigating some of the difficulty of introductory programming exercises, block-based 
programming environments could benefit considerably from leveraging lessons and techniques 
from other instructional fields such as intelligent tutoring systems.  The PRIME system addresses 
these issues through the creation of a block-based programming environment focused on novice 
programmers. Over the past two years, we have worked with students and instructors to develop 
the PRIME platform and its learning activities.  These activities are aligned with the early weeks 
of typical CS0 curriculums, and provide students with features and supports including 
incremental instructions and adaptive supports tailored to the state of the student’s current 
program.  Facilitated by integration with LMS systems such as Canvas and Moodle, PRIME has 
been used by over 600 students at NC State and Florida A&M University helping to refine the 
system for future iterations. 
 
As PRIME moves forward we will look to both expand the current set of activities, as well as 
move forward in the development and integration of  data-driven student models capable of 
driving adaptive scaffolding within the existing PRIME activities. Additionally, we will 
investigate alternative approaches to transition students to text-based coding activities, utilizing 
Blockly’s ability to generate code from multiple languages from block-based programs.  Finally, 
we are looking to integrate PRIME into more classrooms and develop more refined assessments to 
better evaluate PRIME’S effects on both student CS knowledge and attitudes. 
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